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THE PROPOSAL
Radical results require radical action.
Melbourne Green proposes to transform the city from a grey and
dull space into a vibrant environmentally conscious, carbon positive
and social zone.
Personal and public mobility will be achieved by transitioning some
roads to be car-free, a focus on sustainable transport and
environmentally conscious energy sources. Sustainability through
urban planning will also be maximised through these areas, as well
as affordable job and housing creation. Lastly, connectivity will be
found through the creation of recharge zones and improving
mental health through nature.
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VISUALISING MELBOURNE GREEN

Visualisation / edited photograph of Elizabeth Street, Melbourne.
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VISUALISING MELBOURNE GREEN

Native Victorian trees will be
added to city streets to reduce
carbon dioxide air pollution and aid
in the regeneration of native wildlife.
This will also immerse the public
amongst nature to improve the
mental health of city dwellers.

Through Melbourne
Green, key streets in the
CBD will be car-free
zones. Primary forms
of transport through
the CBD will be
pushbikes, electric
bikes and electric
scooters. Large car
parks will be located at
key across sites on the
outside of the city to
allow visitors to park.
From these they can
walk, take a tram, train,
or ride with a free bike
to their destination.

Large dedicated
bike paths for
pushbikes, electric
bikes and electric
scooters. These
paths will allow
safe and
comfortable travel
and will encourage
the use of more
environmentally
conscious travel
over short
distances.

Tram tracks will be used for essential services. Emergency
vehicles will travel quickly across the city using these. Those with
mobility issues will access free mobility vehicles, or gain permits
to drive through the city.
In addition, the tram tracks will be covered with an Aboriginal
artwork, perhaps of the Yarra river flowing through the city, to
aid in reconciliation and recognising the traditional country the
city is located on.

Recharge zones
will be
surrounded by
nature with the
essential services
for those walking
or cycling
through the city.
These will include
a bench, a water
fountain, docks
for publicly
available and free
bike hire, as well
as a charging
station for electric
bikes and
scooters.
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PERSONAL & PUBLIC MOBILITY
The below actions are proposed to improve personal and public mobility across Melbourne in line with the United
Nation's 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):
• Many city streets will become car-free (see map on page 6) to reduce traffic through the city, and to make single
person trips more efficient (SDG 9 Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure). This will encourage the use of trains
and trams, as well as enabling the safe mobility of those on pushbikes, electric bikes and electric scooters as they
have a dedicated lane and collision risk is reduced. Surrounding roads will be widened to allow car traffic to pass
through at the required rate.
• Recharge zones will be located across the car-free zones (SDG 3 Good Health and Well-Being). These will include
a bench, water fountain, free bike hire and charging stations for electric bikes and scooters.
• Additional carparks will be built in key locations to allow people driving to the city, locations to park their car. These
will contain electric vehicle charging points for at least 70% of parking spaces, car share facilities for city dwellers,
free bike (electric and push) hire stations and pickup points for those with mobility issues (SDG 11 Sustainable cities
and communities). City dwellers with cars living in the CBD will be offered parking in these carparks or incentives
to sell their car.
• Tram lines are to be used for emergency vehicles and mobility vehicles. Trams will continue to be powered through
solar energy. All buses and trains will be transitioned to those with electric engines, where the electricity is sourced
from renewable resources (SDG 7 Affordable and Clean Energy). All tram stops within inner suburbs will be
developed to ensure they are accessible for those with mobility issues (SDG 10 Reduced Inequalities).
• The increase of nature in the city will aid in creating a social environment on the streets with recharge zones being
a place of lingering. These will help people to feel safe across Melbourne (SDG 10 Reduced Inequalities).
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MAPPING
MELBOURNE
GREEN
Map detailing the flow of
electric cars, bikes and
people through the CBD.
Electric car
flow through
the CBD.
Pedestrian/
Bike zones.
Large multi-story
car parks with
electric charging.
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SUSTAINABILITY & URBAN PLANNING
The below urban planning interventions are proposed to ensure sustainability across Melbourne in line with the
expected population growth:
• Emissions will be reduced through increasing renewable energy sources. Melbourne rooftops will be covered
where possible either with solar panels to power the building; or with grass to aid insulation, water management
and create public spaces for building residents. In addition, wind farms will be installed across the Victorian
coastline (SDG 7 Affordable and Clean Energy).
• Rainwater will be collected from building rooftops across the CBD to water plants across local urban spaces, as
well as for uses when chemical cleaning of water is not required, such as toilet water, and gravity will be used
largely to transport such water.(SDG 6 Clean Water and Sanitation).
• Many large buildings across the CBD and inner suburbs source their energy through embedded networks, so
support will be provided to assist these buildings in changing plans or providers to sustainable energy (SDG 7
Affordable and Clean Energy).
• As the population is increasing, food insecurity and poverty are being experienced by Melbournians. This has been
exaggerated due to the pandemic. Therefore, entry level jobs creation and workplace training in sustainable
industries will be implemented to upskill those under the poverty line (SDG 4 Quality education, and SDG 8 Decent
work and economic growth).
• All future housing developments will be created with at least 10% of properties classed as affordable housing to
ensure access to safe housing for all. (SDG 11 Sustainable Cities and Communities).
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VISUALISING MELBOURNE GREEN
Aerial visualisation / edited satellite image of greened rooftops
of Melbourne Central and State Library, Melbourne.
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CONNECTIVITY
The below actions are proposed to improve connectivity across Melbourne in line with the United Nation's 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):
• Those with impaired mobility will be assisted through interventions previously discussed, such as ensuring all tram
stops are accessible and free CBD mobility vehicles (SDG 10 Reduced Inequalities).
• While grass will be added to many public spaces, there will be accessible concrete paths through these spaces. In
addition, all pavements in the city will be assessed to ensure they are accessible and repaved where required (SDG
10 Reduced Inequalities).
• Another proposal is for free ongoing professional counselling for all to proactively improve the mental health of the
city. This will be provided via telehealth during the pandemic (SDG 3 Good Health and Well-Being).
• Residents and visitors to the city will benefit from improved mental health due to the increased level of nature, both
horticulture and wildlife, within the city (SDG 3 Good Health and Well-Being).
• A sense of safety will be created through the development of Recharge Zones on the street, as these will be places
of small social gathering (SDG 10 Reduced Inequalities).
• This social atmosphere of the city and Recharge Zones will also act as meeting places, so residents and those in
the city can connect with others. This will be particularly important after the pandemic as many people have lost
connection to others (SDG 3 Good Health and Wellbeing).
• The used of the latest technology through mobility, such as electric scooters, will be promoted as this will reduce
emissions, road traffic, as well as ensuring a faster and more efficient route for short trips through the city (SDG 11
Sustainable Cities and Communities).
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